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Hi, I am having some issues with Samsung Multiloader V5 43 EXE and it gets stuck after some time
when I am trying to update my Samsung devices. It used to work great with Samsung PC Studio 3
but recently it doesnt work. Can you please help me to use Samsung Multiloader V5 43? I have an
update available and the update is to a newer version than the version I am currently on so I tried to
install the update. On the installation screen I selected install and on the page where it has the
instructions it said Samsung PC Studio needs to be in the Program Files folder. I have installed it to
the folder where all of my programs are and it is still telling me the same message. Please help me. I
downloaded Odin v1.85 from http://www.toolmondo.com/download-drivers-software/samsung-
odin-1-8-0-for-windows/ and extracted the contents in C:\ODIN-SAMSUNG and double clicked the
“OdinSetup_win_1.85.exe” file to start the setup process. It got stuck there for more than 5 minutes
with the message “Downloading do not turn off target”. Odin has installed successfully but I can’t
see the new version available. I tried to search for Samsung but can’t find my phone. Any
suggestion? Hello everyone I have a Samsung Galaxy Note 4 (SM-N910) and I’m trying to update the
firmware through the Samsung Kies software. I downloaded Odin from
http://www.toolmondo.com/download-drivers-software/samsung-odin-1-8-0-for-windows/ and I
extracted the contents in C:\ODIN-SAMSUNG. Hi Rakesh, I am facing problem to use odin for my
samsung A6 2016. I downloaded Odin and extract all but when i press start, a small new windows
open with message (No binary is selected), i tried a lot but not succeed. Now my gsm hanged on
(Downloading do not turn off target). It will be a kind if you guide me to solve it.
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